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Ordeal
by handcart
m>
1 he M o r m o n

I r e k : They were strange-looking pioneers—sallow men and women of the cities, old people, frail

children—-but they struggled indomitably on foot across 1,400 miles of savage prairie and mountain, through blazing
heat and howling blizzards, defeating death itself in one of the most stirring episodes in the expansion of the West

In all its history, the American West never saw
a more unlikely band of pioneers than the 499 who
By WALLACE
were camped on the banks of the Iowa River at
Iowa City in late May, 1856. They were not colorful—only improbable. Looking for the bronzed and resolute and weatherseasoned among them, you would have seen instead starved cheeks, pale
skins, bad teeth, thin chests, all the stigmata of unhealthy work and bad
diet. Spindle-legged children loud with new-found freedom picked around
camp goggling at strangenesses. There were many gray heads and white
heads, many women. They looked more like the population of the poor
farm on a picnic than like pioneers about to cross the plains.
Most of them, until they were marched from their crowded immigrant
ships and loaded aboard trains and rushed to the end of the Rock Island
line and dumped here at the brink of the West, had never pitched a tent,
slept on the ground, cooked outdoors or built a campfire. They had none
of the skills that make frontiersmen. But they had some of the stuff that
makes heroes.
Mainly Welshmen and Englishmen from the depressed collieries and
mill towns, mainly the unsuccessful and poor, they were life's discards.
But their intention was so impudent it was almost sublime. Propertyless,
ill equipped, untried and untrained, they were going to chance the Mormon Trail across 1,400 miles of Indian country to the Mormon Zion in

Great Salt Lake City. And they were going to
chance it on foot, hauling their belongings in
S T E G N E R handcarts.
This was the true climax of the historical movement known as the Mormon Migration, one of the great human rivers that
poured into the West and peopled it. Oregon, California and Great Salt
Lake City were the three goals of the earliest Western pioneers; the
Mormon sanctuary at the edge of the Great Basin attracted fewer immigrants than the other two, but those upon whom it exerted its pull came
like filings to a magnet, drawn by intense religious zeal and the faith that
once they were "gathered in to Zion," near to the Temple and ordinances
of the church, they would be readied for inheriting heaven in the flesh.
The church grew very largely by proselytizing immigrants from abroad,
chiefly in Scandinavia and the British Isles. Brigham Young, pondering
ways to bring settlers to the Mormon Zion when neither the converts nor
the church's Perpetual Emigration Fund could raise more than a few
dollars a head, had devised the handcart scheme himself. "Let them gird
up their loins and walk through," he said, "and nothing shall hinder
or stay them."
In the summer of 1856 between two and three thousand people, organized into five great caravans, would take Brother Brigham's word and
try his method. Their faith was strong, and their church advisers told
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This is the route followed by the handcart pioneers—the Mormon Trail, first taken by the original settlers of Salt Lake City in 1847, after they were forced to depart frorr

them that without oxen to stray or to be driven off by Indians they would
travel faster and more safely than most trains of wagons. The story of
these five handcart companies, three leaving Iowa City in June and two in
July, is a story of hardship and heroism crowned with horror. The batch
of tenderfeet on the banks of the Iowa River at the end of May would
make up the first two of the five companies. Theirs would be the hardship and the heroism; the horror would come later.
So far they had caught only straining glimpses of America through
smeared train windows or from station platforms. Now they encountered things that piety and hope had not anticipated. The Iowa heat was
intense and steamy. Reared under north Europe's gray skies, the pale
novices sweltered, crowded three or four families to a tent, while they
waited for the handcarts to be built. Children whined with prickly heat,
there was not enough food, Iowa natives were often hostile and uncharitable to Mormons. In the long grass of river bottom and woods, unseen
insects bit their ankles and left red, swollen, itching patches. In Birmingham, their English take-off point, nobody had told them about chiggers. And when the heat wave finally broke, the rain came with such a rush
of thunder, lightning and wind that some were scared stiff, and some
prayed, and some struggled to rescue beds afloat in the unditched tents,
and some grappled toppling and split tents and tried to keep them up in
the tempest. Archer Walters, a carpenter from Sheffield, had worked all
day building carts and was up most of the night tending his wife and
daughter, sick with some barbarous frontier ailment they called the
"American fever." It might have been anything from malaria to typhoid.
Archer Walters was more skilled than most of his companions, but otherwise he was fairly representative. Four nights after the thunderstorm
blew their camp around their ears, a woman in the Walters tent bore a
baby—of course at one thirty in the morning, to the maximum disruption
of sleep. Five days later, Walters made his first coffin—a small one. Two
days later he made another, also small. The sickly, stick-legged children
had small resistance to the "American fever" and the "cholera morbus."
The big picnic with its minor irritations was sobered by real tragedy.
I ) u t the handcarts were ready now, made of oak and hickory and built
the width of a wagon so as to roll easily in the ruts of the Oregon and Mormon Trails, and with a flimsy box or a net of sacking to hold the loads.
They loaded up with joy and thanksgiving and some heartburning—the
load limit was 17 pounds for each adult, 10 for each child. They organized
as two companies, and on June 9th the first of them strung out in a long
cavalcade across the rolling Iowa prairie; by the 11th the full hundred
handcarts of the two divisions were all on the road. Behind them came
five commissary wagons pulled by three span of oxen each, the only
wagons in their caravan.

They made it a celebration, with jokes and horseplay, and some young
sisters stepped out briskly ahead of everybody. Even those so sick they
must ride in wagons or carts were glad to be moving. At night they danced
to the music of the band that had been part of their hegira since they left
Birmingham. On Sundays there was morning and evening "meeting,"
with prayers and exhortations for all, and scoldings for the undisciplined
among them.
But from the beginning there were families that gathered anxiously
around beds where the sick tossed in fever, or walked clustered by carts
where children rode unknowing and delirious under the shade of a
propped blanket. The elders prayed over the sick, practiced the laying-on
of hands, "rebuked" the illness. But every so often the camp gathered at a
graveside to testify to God's inscrutable will.
It was for children that Archer Walters went on making coflins. On
June 15th, one for John Lee's son and another for Sister Prator's child.
On June 17th, one for Job Welling's son. James Bowers, aged forty-four,
interrupted the series of children's deaths on June 22d, and Walters made
his first full-sized coffin, but on June 26th he was back to the small ones—
one for Sister Sheen's child, and on July 2d, one for Brother Card's daughter. All across Iowa's hot green miles they marked their way with headstones of new lumber, and on mornings when one of those graves must be
left behind, there were men and women who went numbly, head down,
pulling like sleepwalkers on the handles of the carts.
Yet as a company they were meek, they bowed to God's will, trusting
His promises. Somewhere up or down the line good spirits would break
out in song, a foolish marching song that had grown up among them spontaneously, and it would spread until it took them all raggedly in, out of
time like the music of a long parade:
For some must push and some must pull
As we go marching up the hill.
As merrily on the way we go
Until we reach the Valley, oh.
They were singing it when they ferried the dirty Missouri and came into
Florence, near present Omaha. This was the old town of Winter Quarters,
where the original Mormon pioneers had suffered miserably through the
winter of 1846. But the first two handcart companies, though they had
suffered their pitiful deaths, were in good shape when they arrived in Florence. They had walked more than 300 miles in a month, the sun had
burned them brown and camp life had toughened their muscles. There
were fewer sick; the children marched on callused bare feet to the music
of the Birmingham band. A few pilgrims, fed up with walking in the heat
and dust and thunderstorms, departed the outfit while it was resting and
repairing its carts. The others, after a 10-day rest, took off cheerfully on
July 20th to walk across the more than 1,000 miles of unpeopled wilderCollier's for July 6, 1956
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them that bickering was less among them, but thundered out at sneak
thieves who had stolen food from the wagons. "Unless they repent their
flesh would rot from their bones and go to Hell," said Archer Walters to
his diary. On the other side, the pilgrims muttered a little, privately, about
Captain Ellsworth. He was too fond of walking at the head of the column
with all the young sisters—and how did it happen that if a sick person
wanted to ride a wagon the captain was always disgusted, but if one of the
young sisters wanted to, he could arrange it?
Actually their bickering and their morale problems were insignificant,
and if anyone stole from the wagons he stole from sheer hunger, for their
rations by now were lean. Archer Walters swapped a "dagger" for some
meal and bacon aj; Fort Laramie, and was so powerfully taken with the
smell of the bacon that he and his son Henry ate some raw, unable to wait
till it could be cooked.
"Very poorly, faint and hungry," they crossed the Platte for the last
time at Red Buttes, and forced themselves on toward the Sweetwater. The
day before they passed Devil's Gate they walked 26 miles; that day Brother
Nipras died and was laid in a shallow roadside grave. The day they
crossed South Pass and camped at Pacific Springs they had walked 28
Jauvoo, Illinois. The trail is shown at the left on a map of the modern U.S.A.
miles, and they were muttering at Captain Ellsworth for walking so fast,
nearly four miles an hour. Brother Ellsworth was walking fast because he
was worried. Forcing all he could from their tired bodies, he led them
down into the valley of the Green River, on toward Fort Bridger and the
outposts of Zion, where they could look for supplies and help.
ness that still separated them from Zion. They still traveled as two
companies.
The last entry in Archer Walters' journal records, appropriately
Signs of God's power on the exposed plains were awesome. On July
enough, a death. Sister Mayer's. Then the journal stops. It stops because
26th, ". . . we had not got far and it began to lightning and soon the thunWalters had no more strength for nonessentials. Weakened by exposure
der roared and about the middle of the train of handcarts the lightning
and overwork and a diet of a few ounces of flour a day, he still managed
struck a brother and he fell to rise no more in that body. By the name of
to drag his rickety cart on across the Wyoming plateau and across Bear
Henry Walker, from Carlisle Conference, aged fifty-eight years. Left a
River at modern Evanston, and on through Echo Canyon and the high
wife and children . . . I put the body, with the help of others, on the handvalleys of the Wasatch, until on September 26th, a fine fall day, they broke
cart and pulled him to camp and buried
out of the mouth of Emigration Canyon,
him without a coffin for there were no
from which the first pioneers had looked
boards to be had."
upon Salt Lake Valley nine years before,
to rind half the population of Zion drawn
Thus Archer Walters. They were past
-.&=#•"
up to welcome and applaud them. Brigthe place where coffin boards could be
ham Young and his first counselor, Heber
found, but as the journey lengthened and
(]. Kimball, were there, along with Caprations shrank and fatigue grew, the
tain Pitt's brass band. To the pilgrims, it
deaths started again, this time among
w as like seeing the Angel Gabriel and the
the older and weaker members. Brother
heavenly choir.
Missel Rossin was found dead beside the
trail one day, and a couple of weeks later,
Foot soldiers of Zion, they were
far up the Platte, Brother Stoddard, aged
cheered and greeted as brothers and
fifty-four, gave out. Two days later,
sisters, so that some did hornpipes for
Brother Sanderson, an old man who had
joy, and some had bursts of sudden unonce confusedly wandered out and lost
expected tears, and some remembered
himself on the prairie, lay down and did
with a bitter pang the graves by the trailnot get up.
side. But when the Saints from the valley
asked why they had sent ahead no word
But the two handcart caravans, travelof their coming, the pilgrims pulled
ing only a day or two apart, were a large
proudly from their pockets letters they
company, and the scattered deaths were
Fort Laramie, last settlement before the Rocky Mountains,
had written in Florence, away back on the
no more frequent than in the usual wagon
as it was depicted some years prior to the handcart trek
Missouri a thousand miles ago. There had
train. And some people even recovered
by the great artist of the early West, Alfred Jacob Miller
been nobody to give them to. The foot
and grew healthier as the journey went
soldiers with the handcarts, the scrawny
on. Archer Walters recorded the compaupers from Europe's back streets, the
plete recovery of his wife Harriet, but
ragged cavalcade of old men, women, children, family groups of all sizes
was moved to remark also that now she had her strength back, Harriet
and ages, had outdistanced everything on the road. Not an ox train, not
was "very ill-tempered at times."
a mule train, not even a horseman had passed them.
Captain Ellsworth reported their experiences to the assembled Saints in
I heir story is only the story of a march. They slogged on under the
the auditorium they called the Bowery. Personally, he regretted that they
searing August sun, took shelter as they could from the wild weather of the
had had a single wagon with them. Not only had they been delayed many
plains, waded the rivers, patched up their warped and rickety carts, saw
times, waiting for the teams or hunting strayed oxen, but the presence of
Indians, saw buffalo, had a little fresh meat but rarely enough. And thev
the commissary wagons had weakened the faith of the brothers and sisters:
vs-atched the landmarks of the long Mormon Trail fall steadily behind
every time they felt a little sick they had wanted to ride.
them: the forks of the Platte, Ash Hollow, Chimney Rock, Scotts Bluff,
"I am persuaded," said Captain Ellsworth, "that if there had been no
Fort Laramie. Brother Ellsworth, the leader of the first company, of which
wagons for such people, there would have been none sick, or weak, but
the Walters were a part, addressed them in meeting and complimented
Collier's for .Tnly 6, 1956
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that their faith would have been strong in the name of the Lord."
Maybe so. To Harriet Walters, who had herself been sick to death for
two thirds of the journey, and had watched her patient husband nearly
kill himself pulling her or their sick daughter Sarah, walking all day and
mending carts or building coffins at night, and finally reaching the valley
more dead than alive, that must have seemed hard doctrine. It must have
seemed harder when two weeks later Archer Walters died of his trip to
Zion. But in a way the fanatical Ellsworth was right. The more the Lord
demanded of His people, the more they would give.
The first two companies thought they had given a good deal, in spite of
Captain Ellsworth's insinuations. Later companies would be asked to
give more.

T
I wo weeks after the first 500 left Iowa City, a group composed mainly
of Welshmen took out after them. This third party had such a phenomenally lucky passage, discounting the usual discomforts of the trail, and the
occasional and expected deaths, that they seemed to demonstrate beyond
all doubt the excellence of Brigham Young's handcart plan. In spite of
the presence of many old people—one woman of seventy-three walked
every step of the way—this company averaged 20 miles a day, as against
the ordinary ox-train average of little better than 10. They came into Salt
Lake Valley with loud hosannas only a week behind the first parties.
But later that summer two more companies would try it, and theirs was
a different story.
Some of them didn't sail from Liverpool until the end of May. It was
July before they assembled in Iowa City, where they found no handcarts
prepared and no seasoned lumber to build them from. More than 1,000
strong, they waited a long, worrisome time until 260 carts could be made
from green wood. On July 15th, 500 of them finally got away. The other
576 did not get on the road until July 26th.
As far as the Missouri they fared well. The first party, under Captain
Willie, arrived on August 11th, the second under Captain Martin on the
22d, while the Willie company was still resting in Florence and mending
its carts.
Reunited in a great mass meeting, the two companies debated
whether or not to take the chance of starting across so late in the season.
They made the mistake that many a party of Western travelers more seasoned than they had made: they gambled on the weather. Eager to reach
Zion, they persuaded themselves that the Lord would temper the wind to
His lambs, and hold back the winter.
On each cart, as insurance, they laid an extra hundred pounds of flour,
Left, the tree-shaded Council Bluffs ferry, where the Mormon Trail crossed the
Missouri, was a welcome sight to the handcart groups. At this point they had
walked 300 miles, but were almost at Florence, Neb., for years a Mormon haven
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and the human draft animals pulled this overload bravely enough, and the
carts bore it, until they crossed that invisible line that divides the humid
Midwest from the arid West. Then their green carts began to warp and disintegrate and collapse; their shrieking wooden axles wore down under the
grinding of the sand. Patching every night, greasing the axles with soap
or bacon rind or whatever would slip, they hurried on, the two companies
about a week apart. Behind both came two Mormon parties traveling by
ox-drawn wagon and hurrying even more belatedly to beat the onset of
winter.
Knowing they were dangerously late, the pilgrims on foot hated the delays of their collapsing carts. And then came something more serious:
one night a stampeding herd of buffalo came right through their camp,
and when they crawled out from under the carts and rounded up all the
cattle they could find, they were 30 head short. Those had been not only
draft animals for their commissary wagons but beef insurance, and the
flour they had to unload from the wagons and pull on the handcarts
strained their crazy carts as much as their endurance.
Fort Laramie saw the Willie company on September 1st. Ahead lay
500 more miles, the hardest 500, mountainous all the way, and at high altitudes where the cold came early. They had had their deaths, but they
were still in fair condition. Counting heads and estimating daily marches,
Willie cut their flour allowance from a pound a day per head to three
quarters of a pound. The harder the road and the longer the marches, the
smaller their rations and the frailer their strength. Some of them threw
away belongings, lightening the carts for the last lap. They could not
hope to reach Salt Lake Valley on the food they had, but they hoped for
supplies at South Pass or Fort Bridger, and they sent word on ahead by
some fast-traveling returning missionaries.
Nights were cold and got colder as they labored up the Sweetwater and
climbed the long hard grade toward the Continental Divide. There were
more deaths. The older and weaker members drooped and failed under
the grind, stumbled into camp with faces drawn and set with exhaustion,
and sometimes they lay down for a moment's rest and died without ever
knowing how completely worn out they were. "Life went out," a survivor
wrote afterward, "as smoothly as a lamp ceases to burn when the oil is
gone. At first the deaths occurred slowly and irregularly, but in a few
days at more frequent intervals, until we soon thought it unusual to leave
a campground without burying one or more persons . . . Many a father
pulled his cart with his little children on it, until the day preceding
his death."
There was a gray day in October when the people plodding along in a
long ragged column felt something brush their faces, and looked up. Snow.
They did not stop their patient dull plodding. Even when two mounted
strangers who said they were messengers from a relief party en route from
Salt Lake appeared out of the snow-filled afternoon, the pilgrims had little
left to rally with. Foot after tired foot, they forced themselves on a few

Members of the second company, many now shoeless, push on through Echo Canyon, about 50 miles from their destination. Mural by Lynn Fausett in Salt Lake City
Collier's for .(uly 6, 1956
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more miles and camped in some willows. When they awoke, the snow was
a foot deep, their few starving draft animals were scattered in the storm,
and there were five new corpses to be buried.
Without strength to hunt their stock or walk farther, they stalled there
in the snow, and because the ground was hard-frozen and their strength
was gone, they could not now even dig graves for their dead, but simply
buried them together in a snowdrift.
Oeveral days' travel behind them, the Martin party had reached Red
Buttes and the last crossing of the Platte. They had not lost as many oxen
as the Willie party, and had thus fared a little better, but their situation
was even more desperate because they had farther to go. The hundred
buffalo robes they had bought in Fort Laramie were a mixed blessing: a
family might keep warmer because of them, but die of hauling the extra
weight. Some families had already thrown theirs away. Before them the
Platte ran slush ice, and there was no ferry.
Grimly fathers picked up their children and waded out into the river;
women hiked their skirts and waded after them. Blue, shivering, starving,
they huddled into camp on the other side, and that was where the first
snow caught them.
For three days they sat there; they could do nothing else. Deaths got
so frequent they had to appoint a burial squad of the strongest men.
Margaret Dalglish, a stout Scotch girl worn down to skin and bones, but
still keeping up, looked across at another young girl by the fire one evening and saw her die in the act of raising a cracker to her mouth. A day
or two later she watched as 18 of their company were buried in one snow
grave.
When the storm blew out, they wallowed on a few miles toward the
Sweetwater, but before they reached it another three-day storm halted
them.
A woman named Elizabeth Kingsford, alarmed when her husband was
not even able to swallow his morsel of supper, wrapped him in their blankets and lay down beside him with all her clothes on.
About midnight, terribly cold, she rolled closer and put her hand on
him and knew that he was dead. She cried out, but her cries brought no
one. The rest of the night she lay grim and dry-eyed beside her husband's
corpse, and when the camp could move again, she struggled on with her
three children.
A night or two later they were so worn out that nobody in the group had
strength to pitch their tent. The mother sat down on a rock with one child
in her lap and one huddled against each side, and so sat out the night—
without hope, almost without thought, without anything left except the
indomitable spark that would not quite flicker out.
Salt Lake City the missionaries bearing news of the Willie and MarItinncompanies
arrived during the October Conference of the Church, when
all the settlers from all the settlements in Zion were gathered for exhortation and renewal. Brigham Young promptly adjourned the conference
BETTMANN ARCHIVE

Passing an Iowa town early in the trek, when danger seemed remote

Two companies left Iowa in July, too late in the year. Winter caught them

and called for wagons, supplies and volunteers. This was the sort of operation at which the Mormon people had always been as good as anyone in
the world. They had met enough crises together to know how, and they
were bound by a sense of brotherhood to the converts struggling toward
them across the mountains. Twenty-seven young men took off with
wagonloads of food, warm clothing and bedding.
The rescuers themselves had nothing easy to look forward to—a forced
drive across three or four hundred miles of wintry mountains. They
crowded their teams recklessly day after day, looking ahead for the vanguard of the walkers. But the mountain valleys reached on snowy and
empty, the ramparts of Echo Canyon bounced back the thud and rattle of
their broad tires, they rose out of the canyon and saw the shining Uintas
to the southward and the great high Wyoming plain ahead, and still no
one appeared.
By Fort Bridger they were seriously alarmed, and would have pushed
on even faster, but a new storm came blindingly out of the north and
stopped them. That was the night of October 20th. That same night Captain Willie and one companion, frostbitten and exhausted and riding two
worn-out animals, appeared out of the blizzard to tell them that if they
didn't come at once there was no use to come at all.
They broke camp at once and started again. Even these, trailwise and
hardy and young and well fed, had all they could do, but they did not
stop again until they reached the camp where the Willie company lay.
The night before rescue reached them, nine more had died. The rest had
not eaten for 48 hours.
The rescuers built up great fires, distributed clothes and bedding,
handed out food. But even though the company had lost a sixth of its
original number, there were still more than 400 people, far more than the
rescue party could feed or clothe. And beyond them lay the Martin company, as bad off or worse. The rescuers divided, one-half staying to help
the Willie company on toward Fort Bridger, the others pushing on to
find the Martin party. They found it camped and waiting for the end
between Red Buttes and the Sweetwater. In their hurry and weakness
many had thrown away too much. Some of them now were without bedding, and some of the children were barefoot in the snow. They had no
food except a little stringy beef from draft animals that had worn themCoUier's for July 6, 1956
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snatched from the very toppling brink, and hard to feel how hope that has
been crushed little by little, day by day, until it is apparently dead, can
come back with a rush like life itself returning. It is quite as hard to
visualize the hardship that even rescue entailed—that jolting, racking,
freezing, grief-numbed, drained and exhausted 300 miles on through the
winter mountains to sanctuary. In Echo Canyon, between the battlements
of red sandrock, a child was born in one of the wagons. How his mother
survived long enough to bring him to life will never be fully understood
by anyone who read his story. He was wrapped in the "garments," the
holy underwear, of one of the young rescuers, and they named him, with
a haunting appropriateness, Echo. Against all probability, both he and
his mother lived.
The first of the rescued reached Salt Lake on November 9th, a day of
tears and thanksgiving. For many days afterward the others were straggling in, some riding the wagons, some still grimly hauling their battered
carts, still defiantly on their own legs. Margaret Dalglish, that gaunt image
of Scotch fortitude, dragged her pitiful handful of possessions to the very
rim of the valley, but when she looked down and saw the end of it, safety,
the City of the Saints, she did something extraordinary. She tugged the
cart to the edge of the road and gave it a push and watched it roll
and crash and tumble and burst apart, scattering down the ravine the
last things she ovraed on earth. Then she went on into Salt Lake to
start the new life with nothing but her gaunt bones, her empty hands,
her stout heart.
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•)n the trail. Most prints on these pages come from contemporary journals

selves out in the harness, and even that food had given them dysentery.
Since the party crossed the Platte nine days before, 56 had died.
Even then, with both handcart companies located, and the stalled
wagon trains still farther back reached with supplies and encouragement,
BETTMANN ARCHIVE

l-hat is the story of one of the worst disasters in all the history of Western settlement. Other tragedies have taken the imaginations of historians
more, for some reason, perhaps because the Mormons have been considered a "peculiar" people and the civilization they established in the valleys of the mountains an eccentric one. The three successful handcart
caravans and the two tragic ones are an overlooked episode in our histories of the West. The grisly story of the Donner party in the Sierra
Nevada in 1846. and the almost-as-grisly experience of John Charles Fremont's party in the San Juan Mountains of Colorado two years later are
known to hundreds where the story of the handcart companies is known
to one. But Fremont lost 11 men, the Donner party about 40. The Willie
and Martin handcart companies, never able to count their casualties with
accuracy, lost well over 200 people. If the nerve and endurance and faith
necessary to break the Western wilderness had a single climactic illustration, it was here.
Perhaps their suffering seems less dramatic because the handcart pioneers bore it meekly, praising God, instead of fighting for life with the
ferocity of animals and eating their dead to keep their own life beating, as
both the Fremont and Donner parties did. And assuredly the handcart
pilgrims were less hardy, less skilled, less well equipped to be pioneers.
But if courage and endurance make a story, if human kindness and helpfulness and brotherly love in the midst of raw horror are worth recording,
this half-forgotten episode of the Mormon migration is one of the great
tales of the West and of America.
THE END
CULVER

Many handcart people, poorly clad and exhausted, died in the snow
rescue was far from sure. Exhaustion and death were not rendered impossible because a few men had arrived with a few pounds of food and a
great load of hope. The deaths went on, and it took days of toil and agony
to work the stricken camps along the road to the Green River, where they
met more supply wagons rushed through by Brigham Young, and where
there were shelter and firewood. As quickly as they could, the rescue wagons loaded up the weakest and started them for Salt Lake City. The
stronger ones came along under their own power, but with a broad, broken
trail to follow and with constant help when they needed it. Much of the
Martin company's gear was left with that of the two wagon trains at
Devil's Gate, with a wintering party to look after it. The wagon trains
never did reach Salt Lake that season, but wintered at Fort Bridger.
It is hard to imagine the emotions of rescue, the dazed joy of being

End of the trail: part of Salt Lake City as it looked around 1856
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Collier's Comment

JOHN LOCKE

Of Time and a Principle
The essence of the Declaration of Independence is contained in these words: "We hold these truths to
be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain
unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. That to secure
these rights. Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of
the governed." This is the fulcrum, designed and set in place by Thomas Jefferson and a band of
fellow patriots, upon which the American nation has flourished for 180 years. Time is the surest
test of value; the years have developed no flaw in the workmanship of Jefferson and his colleagues.
On the contrary, their fulcrum supports the vast weight of modern America as faithfully as it
supported the little nation which, with their guidance, struck out to win its freedom. It will continue to do so as long as Americans remember that Jefferson's Revolution continues to this day,
that freedom can be won, but never secured, that the heritage from the authors of the Declaration
is a principle precisely as strong as the respect in which it is held.
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